
Windham Academy PTO

Meeting Minutes

February 2, 2020


Altitude Fundraiser Results:

The PTO made $192. A total of 39 kids signed in.


The next Altitude fundraiser is already booked for 5/22/20. The group discussed alternatives 
such as Kid’s World, bowling, Xtreme Craze, and a Chunky’s Movie. But given that this is the 
Friday before Memorial Day, we will keep it as-is. We can explore the other options for other 
days/weekends.


Pencils for Pals Valentine’s Day fundraiser:

We will purchase non-holiday pencils so they can be used for other purposes. Sabreina will 
explore branded/custom pencils from Oriental Trading Co. Amy, Tina, Laura, Tracey, and 
Brandie are available to distribute on Friday 2/14. 


PTO will be providing treats for teachers on 2/14 as well.


Change Challenge (March):

We need containers to hold the change. Brandie will bring in large plastic containers with 
handles that we can recycle for this purpose. We will decorate them prior to distribution. The 
fundraiser will run March 2-13 with the winning class being announced afterwards. The class 
will win a cookie party on March 17. Tracey Brengola will collect the change and have it 
counted at the bank.


We need a promotional flyer for the event.


PTO needs a calendar. Sabriena will send the dates to Brandie for formatting.


Car Decals:

Decal examples are complete. The 5” design looks best. The design will be a logo with 
“Windham Academy” text. Brandie will distribute flyers for a pre-order. PTO can order extra to 
sell or use for prizes. The cost to PTO is $2/decal, we will sell for $5 each. Orders are due 2/21.


Dance:

Scheduled for April 18, 4-6pm at the Boys and Girls club. Pizza will be served. Tina will arrange 
and provide details (BGC has a relationship with a local pizza place). The DJ will be at no cost. 
The theme is Candy. Mrs. Labo has said we have lots of decorations in storage that can be 
used. We discussed providing a candy bar using small bags to fill and wrapped candies. 
Students should bring CASH for food/drinks. Brandie will send requests for snack/water 
donations to BJ’s and Market Basket prior to the next meeting. Once we know if that is 
approved or not, we can ask parents for donations.


Other business/ideas:

Coupon Books (i.e. Breathe NH) - we should explore this for before Christmas next year.

Art to Remember - April/May - Artsonia is an alternative. Ms. Morneau will send information on 
it.


The school need volunteers for lunch coverage. Amy will begin calling/emailing families who 
have been fingerprinted and create a sign-up genius to try to get volunteers. Class liaisons can 
ask on Bloomz.




Sign to replace wooden temporary sign on hill: Brandie will get some design ideas and quotes 
to replace this sign with something more attractive and permanent. 


Next Meeting: 3/16/20 and 5:45pm



